**Core tip:** The high rates of target lesion failure and device thrombosis in randomized controlled trials caused confusion in the international interventional community with a decline of the technology in routine practice. The provided statistical analysis confirms the underpowered design of some clinical studies and meta-analyses of bioresorbable scaffolds. The misunderstanding of the pathobiology of the transient scaffolding drives the failures of the clinical trials. More bench studies of the vascular response are required to verify the leading mechanism of the device failure. Several next-generation scaffolds including multifunctional electronic scaffold grant cardiology with a huge promise to make this technology great again.

INTRODUCTION
============

The groundbreaking news of September 8, 2017 delivered by Abbott Vascular (Santa Clara, CA; https://[www.vascular.abbott/](www.vascular.abbott/)) outlined that "due to low commercial sales, Abbott will stop selling the first-generation Absorb bioresorbable vascular scaffold (BVS)". The reassuring point was that Abbott will continue work on a next-generation 99 μm bioresorbable device. This was the end of the device thrombosis story that reached its climax this year when the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on March 18, 2017 (and then on October 31, 2017 after release of ABSORB II 4-year, ABSORB III 3-year, and ABSORB IV 30-d results at TCT 2017 in Denver, CO, United States) informed\[[@B1]\] health care providers who are managing patients with Absorb GT1 BVS that there is a high rate of major adverse cardiac events (MACE) or correctly target lesion failure (TLF) registered in patients receiving BVS when compared to metallic XIENCE drug-eluting stent (DES). This alert was initially provoked by the release of the two-year data from the ABSORB III trial (a paper was not published yet) showing\[[@B2]\] an 11% rate of MACE in patients treated with BVS (*n* = 1322) at two years compared with 7.9% (*n* = 686) in XIENCE DES (*P* = 0.03). This study also demonstrated a 1.9% rate of scaffold thrombosis (ST) within the BVS *vs* 0.8% within the XIENCE stent at two years (*P* \> 0.05, NS). These observed higher MACE rates in BVS patients were more likely when the device was implanted in small heart vessels (\< 2.25 mm). Almost immediately after the United States, the European Union restricted BVS\[[@B3]\] to the sites of clinical registries (valid as of May 31, 2017). The CE Mark of approval remains in place, but only centers participating in formal registries (about 12 registries across Europe covering 114 hospitals) should be using BVS for now. Furthermore, the Australian Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) on May 2, 2017\[[@B4]\] issued a hazard alert as well and recalled all BVS from medical centers not studying the device. These reactions\[[@B5]-[@B15]\] of the healthcare authorities amid few recently published meta-analyses\[[@B16]-[@B25]\] wreck confusion\[[@B26]-[@B37]\] among physicians\[[@B38]-[@B45]\] about when and if they will ever be using the device again, jeopardizing the future of BVS and further development of bioresorbable devices. Notwithstanding, did we clear the situation with causes of these trends toward increased MACE and ST in the case of BVS? What is going on with cardiac mortality after BVS? Can we trust these data? Can we propose a solution and optimize our approaches for BVS implantation to prevent these complications and secure the technology? Do we understand the pathology of transient scaffolding? Should we first complete the bench studies and clear the vascular pathobiology of the BVS implantation?

Certainly, we face a real phenomenon of the elevated TLF and ST after implantation of BVS, which is very confusing and disappointing for physicians even for the fathers of technology such as Professor Patrick W Serruys, MD, PhD (Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Imperial College, London, United Kingdom) who said that "It's not what we were expecting...That's the reality!\...Of course, we're still in the first generation..." (a report to TCTMD on Oct 30, 2016 at TCT2016, Washington, DC, United States). We must mind the fact that this is a first-generation technology, and as Professor Gregg Stone, MD (Columbia University, NY, United States) said once, "If science stopped with every challenge for first gen devices, we would have no PCI devices!" (Twitter, \@GreggWStone, Apr 16^th^, 2017). Meanwhile, the Colombo's concept of the plastic jacket (a team of Professor Antonio Colombo, MD, San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy)\[[@B10]\], recently reported positive results of the European registries (German GABI-R, Italian IT-DISAPPEARS, Italian RAI, Swedish SCAAR, British Absorb United Kingdom, and French France Absorb) and Asian randomized controlled trials (RCT)\[[@B11]\] (ABSORB China, ABSORB Japan) are very reassuring and promising with relatively low rates of both TLF (3.9%-9.9% by one year) and ST (\< 1.7%) even in complex lesions due to optimized accurate technique of the implantation (a high-pressure post-dilation in some registries was performed in 96.8% of cases with full PSP strategy in \> 65.8% of lesions).

The running fourth industrial revolution\[[@B23]-[@B38]\] supports us with the remarkable idea of the transient scaffolding\[[@B39]-[@B51]\] and a dream of the vascular restoration therapy\[[@B25]\] of coronary atherosclerosis that has a potential to revolutionize cardiology providing physicians with a tackle for both to revitalize a circulation\[[@B20]-[@B36]\] in the coronary pool tailoring atheroregression\[[@B37]-[@B52]\]. Since 2006 the multimodality imaging studies of ABSORB\[[@B31]\] and ABSORB B\[[@B53]-[@B56]\] clinical trials that examined BVS have crashed to perform significant regression of atherosclerosis but with a trend toward absolute reduction of the percent atheroma volume (PAV) at 60 mo (at least -2.62%), which claims further research efforts.

The goal of this systematic review was to evaluate the accomplishments of the clinical trials, and patterns of pathology with trends of the artery remodeling in patients who underwent transient scaffolding with polymeric BVS within 60 mo after implantation with the grey-scale (GS) and virtual histology (VH) intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) imaging, quantitative coronary angiography (QCA), multislice computed tomography (MSCT) angiography, and optical coherence tomography (OCT). This review must answer the question about both the reasons for unsuccessful experience in clinical trials and the potential of BVS for regression of atherosclerosis with its further introduction into the routine clinical practice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The available sources of the information published in PubMed/MEDLINE (primary electronic database), Google Scholar, ResearchGate, ClinicalTrials.Gov, and SCOPUS with the key words BVS, BRS, regression of atherosclerosis, imaging, artery remodeling, and atherosclerosis through the last 20 years with a focus on polymeric BVS and particularly ABSORB trials were investigated. The estimated observations comprised mean and/or median numbers of the variables reported by the authors of the original papers without access to the detailed patient-by-patient matrix of the evaluated studies. This systematic review (without meta-analysis) was accomplished by two reviewers who independently analyzed abstracts, extract data, and calculate the risk of bias. The received data have a different quality and potential of comparability but provide the most recent information. The risk of bias of each included trial was tested with the Cochrane Collaboration's tool and elaborated with the information about expert imaging analysis and a methodology of the statistical estimation.

We have selected some trials for the further in-depth analysis including special subanalysis of the published results from ABSORB A and B trials. The study design of ABSORB A (NCT00300131) and B (NCT00856856) trials with a description of the study population, study device, study procedure, and definitions\[[@B31]-[@B43]\] were previously reported\[[@B44]-[@B56]\]. Briefly, the Absorb BVS device (Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, CA, United States) was examined in the single-group, prospective, open-label study (A), with safety and imaging endpoints, 30 patients were enrolled at four participating sites between March 7, and July 18, 2006. The BVS was tested in 101 patients of the ABSORB Cohort B study, which was subdivided into two subgroups of patients: the first group (B1) underwent invasive imaging with QCA, IVUS grey-scale, and OCT at 6, 24, and 60 mo (*n* = 45), whereas the second group (B2) underwent invasive imaging at 12, 36, and 60 mo (*n* = 56).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For binary variables, percentages were calculated. Continuous variables are performed as the mean and standard deviation (SD) with a median (m) and 95% confidential interval (CI). The overall comparison of serial measurement was assessed by applying the Friedman test, and pairwise comparisons between post-procedure, and follow-up was calculated by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test adjusted by the Bonferroni method. The unpaired *t*-test was applied in cases when the matrix of datasets was unavailable. To assess the changes of imaging variables over time, the longitudinal repeated measurement analysis using a mixed effect model with five follow-up visits (at post-procedure, 6 mo, 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years) was performed in the SAS procedure PROC MIXED by pooling two cohorts (B1 and B2), as these two groups of patients were comparable in baseline characteristics. Compound symmetry covariance structure was used in the mixed model. In fact, there is no additional random effect beyond the residual error in this analysis. As no formal hypothesis examination was scheduled for assessing the success of the study, no statistical adjustment was proceeded. *P* values presented are exploratory analyses only and should therefore be interpreted cautiously. The estimated *P* value for the plaque burden (PB) in the ABSORB cohort A and B trials was adjusted by the maximum *P* value calculated originally for numerator or denominator at the formula of the PAV due to unavailability of the datasets with a frame-by-frame and patient-by-patient analysis. The *P* value was interpreted as non-significant (NS, \> 0.05) in the case if historically assessed *P* value of either numerator or denominator was above 0.05. Statistical analysis was completed with SPSS 20.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, United States).

RESULTS
=======

Determination of whether recent trials were underpowered
--------------------------------------------------------

Current RCTs are being conducted with an underpowered design. In our previous analysis\[[@B12]\], we concluded that the meta-analyses were built on the non-significant data. Only a combo analysis of ABSORB III and ABSORB IV has a chance to clear those trends with ST in the near future (one-year results of ABSORB IV trial are expected before Spring 2018). We intentionally conducted the brief analysis (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) in order to calculate a posthoc sample size by the odds ratio (OR) and estimate the statistical power for each available RCT comparing BVS with DES. The documented high resemblance between ad hoc and post hoc sample size calculations confirms the presence of bias due to the very confusing tailored fashion of their appearance. The OR-based sample size calculation that we used in our analysis is one of the most simple and reliable. It is sensitive to a relative precision, a prevalence, an OR, and a presence to absence ratio. Both ABSORB II and ABSORB III were specifically designed and powered for a five-year supervision. However, RESOLUTE All-Comers\[[@B13]\] became dramatically underpowered beyond the primary end-point by the five-year follow-up. Both ABSORB China and ABSORB Japan were not powered enough either. ABSORB China lost statistical power by the second year of the trial, and ABSORB Japan lost statistical power at three years. Regretfully, EVERBIO II and AIDA RCTs, available registries with DES, and few meta-analyses\[[@B6],[@B7],[@B36]\], were not optimally powered either (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Regretfully, ABSORB II\[[@B42]\] and ABSORB III\[[@B43]\] became underpowered by four years and three years, respectively. Moreover, in cases with truly powered research, all the outcomes with *P* values \> 0.05 must be interpreted as false, which means that we can only trust the higher rates of TLF driven by the target vessel myocardial infarction (TV-MI).

###### 

The results of post hoc odds-ratio-based sample size calculations for randomized controlled trials and meta-analyses of the bioresorbable vascular scaffold

  **Trial**                                                           **No. patients with BVS (ad hoc sample size)**   **No. patients with metallic DES (ad hoc sample size)**   **TLF, RR (BVS/DES), *P* value**   **ST (definite/probable), RR, *P* value**      **ST (definite/probable), rate in BVS patients**   **Estimated (*post hoc*) minimal sample size for groups BVS:DES (by TLF), (eOR)**   **Estimated (*post hoc*) minimal sample size for groups BVS:DES (by ST), (eOR)**   **Post-dilation, percent of patients**   **Full PSP, estimated maximum, percent of patients**   **Small vessels, QCA RVD (\< 2.25 mm), percent of patients**                                                                        
  ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------- ----------
  BVS randomized controlled trials                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  ABSORB II, by 3 yr\[[@B31]\]                                        335                                              166                                                       2.11^S^ *P* = 0.04                 10.5%                                          0.5 *P* = 0.40                                     5.20^S^ *P* = 0.01                                                                  1.65 *P* = 0.56                                                                    Nul *P* = 0.03                           2.8%                                                   324:162 eOR= 2.23                                              NA                        Approximately 60%                  NA      NA
  ABSORB II, by 4 yr ^UD\[[@B42]\]^                                   289                                              139                                                       2.04^S^ *P* = 0.05                 11.1%                                          NA                                                 NA                                                                                  NA                                                                                 NA                                       3.0%                                                   293:141^UD^ eOR= 2.04                                          NA                        NA                                 NA      NA
  ABSORB III, by 1 yr (13 mo)\[[@B2]\]                                1313                                             677                                                       1.28 *P* = 0.16                    7.8%[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}           4.12 *P* = 0.29                                    1.31 *P* = 0.18                                                                     1.21 *P* = 0.5                                                                     2.08 *P* = 0.13                          1.5%                                                   1236:637 eOR = 1.31                                            1285:666 eOR= 2.09        66%                                66%     19%
  ABSORB III, by 2 yr (25 mo)\[[@B2]\]                                1322                                             686                                                       1.39^S^ *P* = 0.03                 11.0%                                          1.83 *P* = NS                                      1.49^S^ *P* = 0.04                                                                  1.23 P = NS                                                                        2.38 *P* = NS                            1.9%                                                   1291:669 eOR= 1.45                                             1215:630 eOR= 2.52        66%                                66%     19%
  ABSORB III, by 3 yr ^UD\[[@B43]\]^                                  1322                                             686                                                       1.31 *P* = 0.06                    13.4%                                          1.17 *P* = 0.71                                    1.47^S^ *P* = 0.03                                                                  1.23 *P* = 0.27                                                                    3.12^S^ *P* = 0.01                       2.3%                                                   1262:655 eOR= 1.23                                             1375:714^UD^ eOR= 3.16    NA                                 NA      18.8%
  ABSORB IV, by 1 yr (13 mo)\[[@B2]\]                                 1273 (1500)[1](#T1FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}      1273 (1500)[1](#T1FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}               NA                                 NA                                             NA                                                 NA                                                                                  NA                                                                                 NA                                       0.5%                                                   NA                                                             NA                        83%                                83%     4%
  ABSORB Japan, by 3 yr^UD\[[@B11]\]^                                 258                                              128                                                       1.62 *P* = 0.23                    8.9%                                           Nul *P* = 1.00                                     1.74 *P* = 0.31                                                                     1.79 *P* = 0.23                                                                    2.25 *P* = 0.35                          3.6%                                                   260:130^UD^ eOR= 1.69                                          248:124 eOR= 2.28         Approximately 80% (low pressure)   NA      NA
  ABSORB China, by 3 yr^UD\[[@B11],[@B37]\]^                          234                                              229                                                       1.17 *P* = 0.71                    5.5%                                           0.33 *P* = 0.31                                    2.97 *P* = 0.16                                                                     1.64 *P* = 0.33                                                                    Nul *P* = 0.16                           0.9%                                                   231:231^UD^ eOR= 1.19                                          NA                        16.9%                              13.5%   18.1%
  EVERBIO II, by 9 mo^UD\[[@B28]\]^                                   78                                               160                                                       1.33 *P* = 0.60                    12%                                            Nul *P* = 0.33                                     NA                                                                                  1.11 *P* = 0.83                                                                    Nul *P* = 0.33                           1%                                                     83:170^UD^ eOR= 1.26                                           NA                        34%                                34%     NA
  AIDA, by 2 yr^UD\[[@B29]\]^                                         924                                              921                                                       1.17 *P*= 0.31                     10.3%                                          0.78 P = 0.43                                      1.60^S^ *P* = 0.04                                                                  1.33 *P* = 0.15                                                                    3.87^S^ *P* \< 0.001                     3.5%                                                   941:941^UD^ eOR= 1.17                                          898:898 eOR= 4.09         74%                                74%     19%
  DES trials and BVS registry comparators                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  RESOLUTE All-Comers, by 1 yr^UD\[[@B13]\]^                          1140                                             1152                                                      1.01 *P* = 0.94                    8.3%[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}           1.75 *P* = 0.08                                    0.98 *P* = 0.92                                                                     0.87 *P* = 0.50                                                                    2.29 *P* = NS                            1.6%                                                   1132:1132 eOR= 1.00                                            1152:1152^UD^ eOR= 2.26   NA                                 NA      NA
  RESOLUTE All-Comers, by 5 yr ^UD\[[@B13]\]^                         1140                                             1152                                                      1.05 *P* = 0.61                    17.0%                                          1.14 *P* = 0.48                                    1 *P* = 1.00                                                                        1.09 *P* = 1.58                                                                    1.41 *P* = 0.24                          2.4%                                                   2632:2632^UD^ eOR= 0.43                                        1133:1133 eOR= 2.03       NA                                 NA      NA
  SCAAR Registry, by 2 yr^UD\[[@B11]\]^                               810                                              67099                                                     NA                                 NA                                             NA                                                 NA                                                                                  NA                                                                                 2.5 *P* = 0.006                          1.5%[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                   NA                                                             826:68308^UD^ eOR= 2.47   NA                                 NA      Nul
  Recent meta-analyses of BVS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Polimeni et al\[[@B6]\], at 2 yr^3UD^                               3079                                             2140                                                      1.33^S^ *P* = 0.01                 9.4%                                           0.94 *P* = 0.80                                    1.66^S^ *P* \< 0.01                                                                 1.32 *P* = 0.05                                                                    3.22^S^ *P* \< 0.0001                    2.3%                                                   2708:1881 eOR= NA                                              3214:2234^UD^ eOR= NA     \> 61%                             61%     NA
  Collet et al\[[@B7]\], at 2 yr^3UD^                                 996                                              696                                                       1.48 *P* = 0.09                    8.2%                                           0.69 *P* = 0.35                                    2.25 *P* = 0.09                                                                     1.89^S^ *P* = 0.02                                                                 2.93^S^ *P* = 0.01                       2.2%                                                   616:437 eOR= NA                                                2759:1930^UD^ eOR= NA     NA                                 NA      NA
  Ha et al\[[@B8]\], mostly at 2 yr[3](#T1FN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   1379                                             1095                                                      1.31 *P* = 0.12                    7.7%                                           0.58 *P* = 0.23                                    2.59^S^ *P* = 0.02                                                                  1.70^S^ *P* = 0.04                                                                 2.35^S^ *P* = 0.02                       2.6%                                                   1233:987 eOR= NA                                               1374:1082 eOR= NA         \> 36%                             36%     NA
  Mahmoud et al \[[@B5]\], at 2 yr^UD^                                3166                                             2226                                                      1.32^S^ *P* \< 0.01                10.90%                                         0.75 *P* = 0.21                                    1.65 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001                                                               1.39 ^S^ *P* = 0.01                                                                3.22^S^ *P* \< 0.0001                    2.40%                                                  3206:2258^UD^ eOR= 1.4                                         3174:2235^UD^ eOR= 3.58   \> 34%                             34%     NA
  Sorrentino et al\[[@B9]\], mostly at 2 yr                           3261                                             2322                                                      1.32 ^S^ *P* \< 0.01               9.60%                                          0.89 *P* = 0.63                                    1.62 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001                                                               1.40 ^S^ *P* = 0.007                                                               3.15^S^ *P* \< 0.0001                    2.40%                                                  3118:2227 eOR= 1.38                                            3241:2315 eOR= 3.49       \> 34%                             34%     NA
  Ali et al\[[@B35]\], at 2 yr5                                       3261                                             2322                                                      1.29 ^S^ *P* \< 0.01               9.40%                                          0.9 *P* = 0.90                                     1.64 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001                                                               1.39 ^S^ *P* = 0.009                                                               2.99 ^S^ *P* \< 0.0001                   2.30%                                                  3054:2183 eOR= 1.32                                            3207:2296 eOR= 3.32       67%                                56%     \< 51.8%
  Zhang et al\[[@B36]\], at \> 1 yr^3UD^                              3237                                             2303                                                      1.37 ^S^ *P* \< 0.01               9.96% (7.3%)[4](#T1FN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.92 *P* = 0.711                                   1.63 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001                                                               1.31 ^S^ *P* = 0.027                                                               3.40 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001                    2.5% (1.8%)[4](#T1FN4){ref-type="table-fn"}            2968:2116 eOR= NA                                              3470:2469^UD^ eOR= NA     NA                                 NA      NA
  Ali et al\[[@B39]\], at 3 yr^5UD^                                   2096                                             1189                                                      1.37 ^S^ *P* = 0.01                11.70%                                         0.9 *P* = 0.77                                     1.68 ^S^ *P* = 0.001                                                                1.41 ^S^ *P* = 0.03                                                                2.83 ^S^ *P* = 0.01                      2.40%                                                  2083:1177^UD^ eOR= 1.5                                         2068:1162 eOR= 4.1        NA                                 NA      NA
  Kang et al \[[@B45]\], at \> 2 yr^3UD^                              3179                                             2239                                                      1.39 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001              12.50%                                         0.86 *P* = 0.49                                    1.67 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001                                                               1.46 ^S^ *P* = 0.004                                                               3.59 ^S^ *P* \< 0.001                    2.60%                                                  2957:2083 eOR= NA                                              3297:2322^UD^ eOR= NA     NA                                 NA      NA

Enrollment is not completed yet (2546/3000 subjects in ABSORB IV trial were allocated in March 2017; presented data are preliminary);

Primary end-point;

Odds ratio (OR) was provided by the author instead of RR (estimated OR was calculated from the data provided by the author in the article if applicable);

Pooled incidence of definite or probable stent thrombosis at longest follow-up in patients receiving BVS\[[@B36]\]; ^5^D + L, DerSimonian and Laird random-effect model. The OR, confidence level and relevant sample size were determined with a validated online calculator of Select Statistical Services (https://select-statistics.co.uk/calculators/confidence-interval-calculator-odds-ratio/; https://select-statistics.co.uk/calculators/sample-size-calculator-odds-ratio/; Exeter, United Kingdom) with a 95%CI, estimated relative precision (calculated as a percentage by which the lower limit for the confidence interval is less than the estimated odds ratio) and the known prevalence of the variables. The estimated odds ratio (eOR), which was calculated from the data that were provided by the author in the original article, represents the odds that an outcome will occur given a particular exposure, compared to the odds of the outcome occurring in the absence of that exposure. Either P value or OR presented inside the cells below the numbers. Cells with "S" depict data with a statistically significant *P* value (*P* \< 0.05, addressing the question of whether the intervention effect is precisely nil). Cells with "UD" indicate variables with underpowered design by sample size (when the estimated post hoc sample size is bigger than ad hoc one). If not mentioned, the data from meta-analyses presented are from the Fixed effects model.

Determination of bias
---------------------

Results of the recently published (Mahmoud et al\[[@B5]\]) meta-analysis (six RCTs with 5392 patients including ABSORB III, ABSORB China, ABSORB Japan, AIDA, ABSORB II, EVERBIO II; mean follow-up was 25 mo) were rather ambiguous. BVS had a higher rate of TLF \[risk ratio (RR), 1.32, *P* = 0.002\] with the worst results in ABSORB II (34/335 *vs* 8/166) compared with metallic DES run by the higher rates of TV-MI (RR, 1.65, *P* \< 0.0001) and ischemia-driven target lesion revascularization (ID-TLR; RR, 1.39, *P* = 0.01). The risk of definite or probable ST (RR, 3.22, *P* \< 0.0001) and very late ST (\> one year; RR, 4.78, *P* = 0.004) was higher with BVS. This is a very tricky meta-analysis with a sophisticated statistical adjustment, which is totally undermining benefits of BVS for cardiac (RR, 0.75; *P* = 0.21) and all-cause mortality (RR, 0.79, *P* = 0.36). The better outcomes with BVS were observed in ABSORB China (cardiac mortality RR = 0.33, all-cause mortality RR = 0.17) and ABSORB II (cardiac mortality RR = 0.50, all-cause mortality RR = 0.66). The worst performance of BVS was documented in ABSORB Japan. Six meta-analyses from the teams of Collet et al\[[@B7]\], Ha et al\[[@B8]\], Sorrentino et al\[[@B9]\], Ali et al\[[@B35],[@B39]\], Zhang et al\[[@B36]\], and Kang et al\[[@B45]\] released in 2017 with the latest findings demonstrate very similar numbers. The high-quality seven-study meta-analysis of Ali et al\[[@B35],[@B39]\] demonstrated the inferiority of Absorb BVS *vs* metallic DES in randomized trials where BVS consorted with elevated rates of composite device-oriented and patient-oriented adverse events at both two- and three-year follow-up compared with DES, with a certain risk of adverse events between one and three years. The pooled meta-analysis of Zhang et al\[[@B36]\] with the longest follow-up findings from both observational and randomized trials exposed the incidence of definite or probable ST after BVS of 1.8% (95%CI: 1.5% to 2.2%, *n* = 21884), and the incidence of TLF of 7.3% (CI: 5.9% to 8.8%, *n* = 19998).

BVS is as good as DES by the rates of cardiac mortality with a trend toward more benefits from BVS for survival. Statistically, it is quite a challenging scenario to draw any conclusions from the data with no strong evidence that the intervention has an effect (with *P* \> 0.05). The best evidence synthesis with only methodologically sound studies must be included in a meta-analysis to avoid any kind of bias. If the RCTs alone failed to demonstrate statistically significant data for ST, sources of bias by the method in such a meta-analysis of the weak studies cannot be controlled. Clinically, it is of paramount importance to detect any number of severe adverse events associated with the intervention in order to protect patients, but we must be honest with the correct interpretation of the findings and further conclusions.

Our previous analysis\[[@B12]\] with a Funnel plot of the existing observational and randomized trials demonstrated that there is an unintentional bias with a lack of data from patients with metallic DES in order to compare and judge BVS properly. The meta-analysis of Polimeni et al\[[@B6]\] (five RCTs with 5219 patients) and Sorrentino et al\[[@B9]\] (seven RCTs with 5583 patients) observed similar trends of clinical outcomes and another Funnel plot analysis. Unfortunately, the authors ignored clear asymmetry in the Funnel plots especially in the case of TV-MI, cardiac death, and ST where we can exclude a publication bias (due to negative Egger or Harbord test with *P* \> 0.05). There are at least three studies with small sample sizes, which means it produces less precise estimated effects\[[@B14]\]. The ultimate assessment is very subjective but difficult because the number of trials is not large (less than ten). This "asymmetrical" bias can occur because of the poor methodological design in the trials, which is typical for a relatively small sample size trial because it can lead to spuriously inflated estimated treatment effects. It is challenging to specify the nature of the bias, and the only way to overcome it is to conduct a well-powered statistically harmonized RCT.

A tailored strategy
-------------------

The story of BVS looks like a curve of the Gartner Hype Cycle\[[@B34]\] (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The innovation trigger of BVS technology began in 1988 when the team of Professor Richard S Stack from Duke University (Durham, NC) first reported in the American Journal of Cardiology about a PLLA bioabsorbable stent. There were no usable products, but it brought us to the next stage\[[@B34]\], Gartner's peak of inflated expectations. This stage started in 2006 with the first publication in the Journal of Catheterization and Cardiovascular Interventions from the team of Professor Patrick W Serruys from Erasmus MC (Rotterdam, The Netherlands). The third scientific compendium of 2013 included 72 articles (mostly pre-clinical studies, clinical ABSORB cohorts A and B trial, ABSORB EXTEND) covering all the challenging options related to transient scaffolding. This was a stage according to Gartner when early publicity was producing a number of success stories accompanied by scores and minor failures. The story became different with a new stage of the so-called trough of disillusionment in 2013 when the first paper with a design of ABSORB II trial was released in the American Heart Journal. The three-year (TCT 2016, Washington, DC) and four-year (TCT 2017, Denver, CO) results of ABSORB II, and then the two-year (ACC 2017, Washington, DC) and three-year (TCT 2017, Denver, CO) reports of ABSORB III trial destroyed all the previous illusions warning about concerns of a higher prevalence of TLF and ST in BVS patients. It is standard at this stage to continue investments to improve the products to the satisfaction of early adopters. In the future, a slope of enlightenment with more clearance about how technology can be beneficial and become more widely understood. Likely, the results of the ABSORB IV trial and further meta-analyses will resolve the situation with trends during 2017-2020. We predict that the second- and third-generation BVS (with thinner struts below 100 µm) will result in a plateau of productivity and finally the adoption of the technology.

![Performance of bioresorbable vascular scaffolds in the market. A schematic representation of the Gartner Hype Cycle for the bioresorbable vascular scaffold.](WJC-10-165-g001){#F1}

Device thrombosis in interventional studies: Preparation is the only solution
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ST rates with Absorb BRS were comparable with DES\[[@B44]\] performed with a lesion preparation or so-called PSP implantation\[[@B24]\] (RR, PSP *vs* no PSP 0.37) achieving 0.35 per 100 patient-years, which is comparable to the RR 0.49 with bare-metal stents, the RR 1.06 with everolimus DES, the RR 0.44 with paclitaxel DES, the RR 0.60 with sirolimus DES, and the RR 0.70 with zotarolimus DES.

From clinical outcomes to arterial remodeling: A pooled analysis of plaque burden in selected ABSORB A and B trials
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pathobiological mechanism responsible for failures of BVS in clinical trials and to assess patterns of the arterial remodeling have been investigated. A total of 30 patients were enrolled in the ABSORB A trial (a revision 1.0 of BVS) between March 7 and July 28, 2006\[[@B31],[@B57]\], and 101 patients were assigned to the ABSORB Cohort B study (a revision 1.1 of BVS) from March 19 to November 6, 2009\[[@B53],[@B55],[@B56]\]. Baseline characteristics were published elsewhere. The main clinical outcomes and adverse events were previously reported\[[@B31],[@B53],[@B55]-[@B57]\].

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} show the pooled data of PB and mean plaque area (MPA) collected with IVUS and MSCT. Between 6 and 60 mo of follow-up, there were 25 (A), 21 (B1), and 30 (B2) serial IVUS measurements. At five years, 18 patients took MSCT as an optional investigation that was performed at three of four centers. Quantitative analysis of the scaffolded segment was feasible in all patients. The insignificant increase of PB was documented in ABSORB cohort A and B1 trials at 6, 24, and 60 mo (if applicable). The absolute growth of PB was +7.52% (*P* value is not applicable, NA; *n* = 25) at 6 mo (a +13.72% relative increase), and +1.63% (*P* value is NA) at 24 mo (a relative +2.97% from baseline) in ABSORB A trial (*n* = 29), and +2.47% (*P* \< 0.02, *n* = 33) at 6 mo (a +4.62% relative increase), +1.89% (NA, *n* = 33) at 24 mo (+3.53%) with a - 2.46% (estimated *P* value \< 0.06, *n* = 21) reduction at 60 mo (a -4.59% relative decrease) in ABSORB cohort B1 trial (*n* = 45). A +1.60% increase of PB (*P* value is NA, *n* = 45) registered at 12 mo (a +2.94% relative increase) with a further - 1.10% reduction at 36 mo (a -2.02% relative decrease from baseline, *P* = 0.05, *n* = 45), and a -2.62% decrease at 60 mo (a -4.88% relative decrease, estimated *P* value \< 0.22, *n* = 30) in ABSORB cohort B2 trial (*n* = 56).

###### 

Serial imaging analysis of the artery remodeling in ABSORB cohort A and B trials

  **Variable**                                                                                               **Post-procedure (baseline)**   **6 mo**                                                      **12 mo**                     **24 mo**                                                     **36 mo**                                                     **60 mo**                                                     **Friedman** **P value**
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  Intravascular ultrasound, 60-mo results of ABSORB cohort B (B1, *n* = 21, and B2, *n* = 30) trial                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Mean vessel area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value               14.56 ± 3.82 (21)               14.92 ± 3.78 (21), 0.3925                                                                   15.88 ± 4.02 (21), 0.0014^S^                                                                                                15.28 ± 4.53 (21), 2.1371                                     0.0193^S^
  13.61 ± 2.40 (30)                                                                                                                          14.15 ± 2.61 (30), 0.2140                                                                   14.25 ± 2.57 (30), 0.0788                                     13.23 ± 2.70 (28), 0.2701                                     0.0337^S^                                                     
  Mean lumen area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value                6.75 ± 1.19 (21)                6.59 ± 1.20 (21), 0.0610                                                                    7.24 ± 1.91 (21), 0.1995                                                                                                    7.46 ± 2.45 (21), 0.0851                                      0.0626
  6.31 ± 0.86 (30)                                                                                                                           6.31 ± 1.01 (30), 0.5131                                                                    6.70 ± 1.48 (30), 0.0858                                      6.48 ± 1.50 (30), 0.5666                                      0.2221                                                        
  Plaque burden in %, mean ± estimated SD (*n*)[1](#T2FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}, BL-to-FUP *P* value         53.64 ± 14.08 (21)              55.83 ± 14.15 (21), \< 0.39[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                 54.41 ± 14.35 (21), \< 0.20[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                 51.18 ± 16.81 (21), \< 2.14[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   \< 0.06[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  53.64 ± 9.46 (30)                                                                                                                          55.41 ± 10.22 (30), \< 0.51[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                 52.98 ± 11.70 (30), \< 0.09[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   51.02 ± 11.81 (30), \< 0.56[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   \< 0.22[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                       
  Mean plaque area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value               7.81 ± 2.98 (21)                8.33 ± 2.88 (21), 0.0660                                                                    8.64 ± 2.85 (21), 0.0004^S^                                                                                                 7.75 ± 2.62 (21), 4.4007                                      0.0025^S^
  7.30 ± 1.85 (30)                                                                                                                           7.84 ± 1.92 (30), 0.0220^S^                                                                 7.55 ± 1.58 (30), 0.8121                                      6.79 ± 1.90 (28), 0.0108^S^                                   \< 0.0001^S^                                                  
  Intravascular ultrasound, 36-mo results of ABSORB cohort B (B1, *n* = 33, and B2, *n* = 45) trial                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Mean vessel area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value               14.04 ± 3.80 (33)               14.44 ± 3.82 (33), 0.008^S^                                                                 15.35 ± 4.05 (33), \< 0.001^S^                                                                                              NA                                                            NA
  13.79 ± 2.37 (45)                                                                                                                          14.43 ± 2.64 (45), 0.03^S^                                                                  14.58 ± 2.67 (45), 0.002^S^                                   NA                                                            0.18                                                          
  Mean lumen area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value                6.53 ± 1.24 (33)                6.36 ± 1.18 (33), 0.02^S^                                                                   6.85 ± 1.78 (33),0.35                                                                                                       NA                                                            NA
  6.29 ± 0.90 (45)                                                                                                                           6.35 ± 1.17 (45), NS                                                                        6.81 ± 1.62 (45), 0.05^S^                                     NA                                                            0.007^S^                                                      
  Plaque burden in %, mean ± estimated SD (*n*)[1](#T2FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}, BL-to-FUP *P* value         53.49 ± 14.48 (33)              55.96 ± 14.80 (33), \< 0.02^S^                                                              55.37 ± 14.61 (33), \< 0.35                                                                                                 NA                                                            NA
  54.39 ± 9.35 (45)                                                                                                                          55.99 ± 10.32 (45), NS                                                                      53.29 ± 12.68 (45), \< 0.05^S^                                NA                                                            NA                                                            
  Mean plaque area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value               7.52 ± 2.84 (33)                8.08 ± 2.87 (33), \< 0.001^S^                                                               8.49 ± 2.89 (33), \< 0.001^S^                                                                                               NA                                                            NA
  7.50 ± 1.82 (45)                                                                                                                           8.08 ± 1.94 (45), \< 0.001^S^                                                               7.77 ± 1.73 (45), NS                                          NA                                                            0.004                                                         
  Intravascular ultrasound, 24-mo (*n* = 25), and MSCT, 60 mo (*n* = 18), results of ABSORB cohort A trial                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Mean vessel area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value               13.49 ± 3.74 (25)               13.79 ± 3.84 (25), 0.98                                       NA                            12.75 ± 3.43 (19), 0.68                                       NA                                                            NA                                                            NA
  NA                                                                                                         NA                              NA                                                            13.17 (18) (18 mo baseline)   NA                                                            11.93 (18), 0.26                                              NA                                                            
  Mean lumen area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value                6.04 ± 1.12 (25)                5.19 ± 1.33 (25), \< 0.0001^S^                                NA                            5.47 ± 2.11 (19), 0.12                                        NA                                                            NA                                                            NA
  NA                                                                                                         NA                              NA                                                            4.47 (18) (18 mo baseline)    NA                                                            4.29 (18), 0.11                                               NA                                                            
  Plaque burden in %, mean ± estimated SD (*n*)[1](#T2FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}, BL-to-FUP *P* value         55.23 ± 15.31 (25)              62.36 ± 17.37 (25), \< 0.98                                   NA                            57.10 ± 22.02 (19), \< 0.68                                   NA                                                            NA                                                            NA
  NA                                                                                                         NA                              NA                                                            66.06 (18) (18 mo baseline)   NA                                                            64.04 (18), \< 0.26                                           NA                                                            
  Mean plaque area in mm[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}, mean ± SD (*n*), BL-to-FUP *P* value               7.44 ± 2.83 (25)                8.60 ± 2.85 (25), \< 0.0001^S^                                NA                            7.10 ± 2.02 (19), 0.80                                        NA                                                            NA                                                            NA
  NA                                                                                                         NA                              NA                                                            8.23 (18) (18 mo baseline)    NA                                                            7.10 (18), 0.23                                               NA                                                            

Numbers are expressed in mean ± SD or *n*.

The SD cannot be directly calculated due to unavailability of the patient-by-patient matrix of the ABSORB trial, and presented as either a 5% deviation or adjusted by the maximum deviation for both numerator and denominator;

The *P* value cannot be directly calculated due to unavailability of the patient-by-patient matrix of ABSORB trial, and performed as an estimated *P* value adjusted by the maximum *P* value in either numerator or denominator. The cells with "S" performed statistically significant changes (*P* \< 0.05) of the variables. NS: Non-significant (*P* value \> 0.05); NA: Non-available or not applicable.

![Plaque burden in patients of ABSORB cohort A and B trials at 60 mo. The top panel outlines the acute/subacute and chronic inflammatory/immune response to the implantation of the BVS, which is ongoing during the first 24-36 mo. The middle panel renders a pooled analysis of the plaque burden (PB) and mean plaque area (MPA) in the selected ABSORB phase I/II trials and different multimodality imaging analyses through the five years of the study. The bottom panel shows an example of the grey scale- and virtual histology-IVUS analyses in the five-year time-frame of the ABSORB trial highlighting a clear reduction of the plaque area and artery remodeling with the lumen enlargement and positive expansive remodeling of the vessel at least until 24 mo with the further constrictive-like remodeling. The figure was adapted from reference \[[@B34]\].](WJC-10-165-g002){#F2}

In order to evaluate the quality of the data, the accuracy of the imaging modalities in ABSORB cohort B1 trial was estimated. The length of the scaffolded region was measured in patients who underwent QCA, IVUS, VH-IVUS, MSCT, and OCT and then compared with the nominal size of the scaffold, which was equal to 18 mm in all cases (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The accuracy (a trueness by ISO 57251) was highest for OCT imaging (96.6%) with very good precision (estimated by 95%CI of a trueness; the length of the scaffold was correct in 13.1% of cases). The lowest accuracy assessed in MSCT analysis with a 62.0% trueness and poor precision (the length was overestimated in 93.2% of observations). The moderate accuracy with relatively poor precision attested for QCA (82.7%, totally underestimated), IVUS, and VH-IVUS (82.9% and 84.3%, respectively, the length was mostly overestimated).

![The accuracy of multimodality imaging analysis. The analysis of accuracy (trueness and precision) administered with quantitative coronary angiography, intravascular ultrasound, virtual histology-IVUS, multislice computed tomography, and optical coherence tomography by the nominal length of the scaffold, which was 18 mm in all cases. The panel defines the spread-out-vessel graphics (axial resolution of 200 μm) with the appearance of the scaffolded and edge regions pre- and post-procedure at 6 mo and 24 mo. The figure was adapted from ref. \[34\]. UE: Underestimated (observations with the length of the scaffolded region less than 18 mm); OE: overestimated (the examined scaffolded region was more than 18 mm). QCA: quantitative coronary angiography; IVUS: intravascular ultrasound; VH-IVUS: virtual histology-intravascular ultrasound; OCT: optical coherence tomography; MSCT: multislice computed tomography.](WJC-10-165-g003){#F3}

Plaque burden and lesion composition in ABSORB cohort B1 trial
--------------------------------------------------------------

The GS IVUS analysis of 32 patients (72.73% of the cohort) with serial imaging examination established the statistically significant increase in PB at 6 mo (a +2.73% absolute increase, *P* = 0.05) with a further light decrease between 6 mo and 2 years (a +2.54% absolute increase from baseline, *P* = 0.08) with similar dynamic edges (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Eight patients proved a -2.67% absolute abatement of PB at 24 mo (*P* = 0.28). The VH-IVUS assessments (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) substantiated a 0.12-fold increase in the number of VH-thin-cap fibroatheromas (VH-TCFA) from post-procedure to 24-mo follow-up as a manifestation of the natural history of atherosclerosis and significant area enlargement of the fibrous tissue (+48.52%, *P* = 0.02, *n* = 32) in the lesions without any powered (*P* \> 0.05) distinction of the other plaque components. The patients with reduction of PB (*n* = 8) had a composition of the lesion at the scaffold region pre-procedure (one observation) with less pronounced depositions of calcium (*P* \> 0.05) and a higher value of fibrous tissue (*P* \> 0.05), which was very similar to the composition of the lesions that were documented in both edges (*P* \> 0.05) compared to 24 patients (three observations) with increased PB at 24 mo. Post-procedure, the general tendency for reduction of the dense calcium was shown (*P* = 0.10) in all observations, which was related to the degradation of the scaffold that sometimes imitates calcium in VH-IVUS. A -0.11-fold decrease in the number of VH-TCFA per patient with a trend toward change of the percentages of necrotic core (a -11.10% relative decrease, *P* = 0.13) and fibrous tissue (a +20.12% relative increase, *P* = 0.11) with a significant increase of fibro-fatty tissue (a 0.91-fold increase, *P* = 0.04) at 24 mo was argued in observations (*P* = 8) to be "regression of atherosclerosis".

![The artery remodeling in ABSORB cohort B1 trial. A, B: The plaque burden (%) in 44 patients of cohort B1 trial (panel A with the changes at panel B); C, D: The proportion between the lesion components, which was computed by virtual histology-intravascular ultrasound imposed for each patient, but the percentage of each plaque component did not differ significantly between baseline and 24 mo. The depicted results mounted as the mean of the estimated proportions. The figure was adapted from ref. \[[@B34]\]. *n*: Number of patients; MPA: Mean plaque area; abs: Absolute; rel: Relative; VH-TCFA: Virtual histology-thin-cap fibroatheroma; PB: plaque burden; VH-IVUS: virtual histology-intravascular ultrasound.](WJC-10-165-g004){#F4}

Currently, it is unclear whether the plaque regression is a true phenomenon due to the disappearance of the scaffold, which is ultimately replaced by connective tissue\[[@B56]\]. The documented trend toward a reversal of atherosclerosis, lumen enlargement, and progressive hyaline arteriosclerosis\[[@B58]\] (mediating so-called OCT-phenomenon of the "golden tubes"\[[@B59]\]) after placement of BVS resembles the previously delineated histologic findings in animals\[[@B59]-[@B62]\] and human autopsies\[[@B63]\].

The curve of the PB draws a four-phase regression of atherosclerosis. First, the polymeric struts are covered by a fibromuscular neointima (first 6-12 mo, or "reactive" phase) with an inflammatory "swelling" (a foreign body reaction, including multinucleated giant cells, macrophages, and lymphocytes) of the artery wall (slowly shrinking inflammatory infiltrate with macrophages and lymphocytes mostly observed between 12 and 36 mo, maximum of 42 mo)\[[@B60],[@B61]\]. The increase of the necrotic area post-procedure in VH-IVUS definitely consorted with the fibrinoid necrosis in the scaffolded lesion, but this fact demands a special investigation to discern the hyalinosis whereas the association of the necrotic core is based on the value of the cholesterol deposits (VH-IVUS fibro-fatty component). Second, struts and artery are of stable morphology through 18 mo (a "plateau phase" with an adaptation of the artery wall to the altered hemodynamics/shear stress and a foreign body in the grip of inflammation and a "frame" of the scaffold). Third, the struts become replaced by proteoglycan matrix (arterial hyalinosis)\[[@B58]\] at 24 mo (a "transition" phase with an active compensatory artery remodeling that starts at 12 mo with a peak at 18 mo)\[[@B60],[@B61]\], which corresponds to resorption of BVS (morphological changes in the scaffold resorption sites begin at 18 mo) with a light calcification of the vessel wall and increasing eosinophilia (30 mo). These changes are linked to the absorption and inspissation of proteins (presence of proteinaceous material including albumin being a manifestation of the Vroman effect\[[@B64],[@B65]\]). The precipitation of calcium phosphate might be the result of a benign, localized drop in pH caused by acidic polymer degradants at the strut-tissue interface. Fourth, the strut sites are eventually composed of a provisional matrix (mostly, proteoglycan) that matures from collagen type III integration (36 mo) to eventual replacement by α-SMA^+^ cells (myofibroblasts and smooth muscle cells) and collagen type I at 42 to 48 mo (hyaline-associated arteriosclerosis with an excess of the dense connective tissue at the sites of the struts replacement, which looks like a fibrous tissue at VH-IVUS), demonstrating an augmenting integration of scaffold into the arterial tissue (a "restoration" phase). Strictly speaking, the process of "bioresorption" finishes by 24 mo with the consequent "integration" of the struts within the arterial wall. The debris of the scaffold can be pinpointed until 36 mo. The drawbacks (increased stenosis and greater neointimal thickness) of the BVS seen at early time points were no longer pertinent at 36 mo\[[@B61]\]. Meanwhile, the MPA in IVUS exhibits a biphasic change with an increase until 12-24 mo and a plaque reduction until 24-36 mo\[[@B55]\],which is relevant to the above-mentioned findings, but different from the dynamics of PB.

The process of the PB reduction or "regression of atherosclerosis" starts at 12 mo and turns substantial with a relatively slow pace after 36 mo. However, the histopathologic signs of the excessive extracellular matrix production (including VH-IVUS signs of the fibrous metamorphosis in the lesion) with the "hardening" hyaline arteriosclerosis cause debate for a potential of the transient scaffolding for the "restoration" of the artery wall. Frankly, a hyaline deposition in the middle-size arteries is typical for aging and very benign in elderly patients\[[@B22],[@B23]\]. The nature and structure of hyaline (nonfibrillar glycoprotein) in the case of the transient scaffolding is not entirely clear. However, the accumulation of the extracellular matrix in tissue might be evidence for a reversal of atherogenesis. Moreover, such a phenomenon with a lumen enlargement (as a result of the transient scaffolding) could be the only way to settle on atherosclerosis protecting the arteries, which necessitates further long-term studies.

The scaffold-induced hyaline arteriosclerosis managed by the complex immune response is typical for the foreign body (biomaterial-induced) reaction\[[@B60],[@B61],[@B64],[@B65]\]. The mTOR-inhibition with everolimus devaluates the immune response to the scaffold. However, in human autopsies\[[@B62]\], macrophage and granulocyte activation where the limus drugs are not effective enough are observed. The complement system, a major host defense system, conserves clotting and inflammation, which is the most critical for the rate of ST and any adverse events\[[@B64],[@B65]\]. Such an immune hurricane amid the post-intervention healing of the vessel wall has a potential to catalyze specific artery remodeling with a lumen enlargement, certain atheroprotective patterns, and hyaline arteriosclerosis as an outcome of the foreign body reaction to BVS partly adjusted with mTOR-inhibition.

The decrease in the number of TCFA lesions in the tested cohort of patients with "regression of atherosclerosis" is further evidence of the BVS benefits promising the prevention of MACE merely because it is known\[[@B59],[@B66],[@B67]\] that VH-IVUS can identify plaques at increased risk of subsequent events, and VH-TCFA are strongly linked with MACE (VIVA trial, 2011). Historically BVS (since 2006 in at least five studies: ABSORB II, ABSORB-Japan, ABSORB-China, ABSORB III, and ABSORB-Extend) substantiated the excellent clinical profile\[[@B20]-[@B54]\] with the proper safety (relatively low rate of TLF) that with the reduction of PB is able to significantly shift the management of atherosclerosis.

The benign adaptive artery remodeling with the lumen enlargement and vessel wall thinning of atherogenesis (the ABSORB B trial confirmed the strong trend toward reduction of PB through 60 mo without signs of the "natural" progression of atherosclerosis) with a potential to become a magic bullet in order to ultimately overpower atherosclerosis.

The window of external elastic membrane enlargement and Glagov-Pasterkamp artery remodeling in ABSORB trials
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The multiple linear and polynomial regression analysis of the different degrees (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) in both scaffold (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and edge (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) regions (290 observations) in ABSORB cohort B1 trial authenticated the existence of the window of external elastic membrane (EEM) enlargement with the boundaries between 30.26% and 50.01% where EEM slows down without compromised lumen geometry. The number of observations with PB below 30.26% was not high enough to ultimately clarify the lower limit (*P* = 0.06), but box-and-whisker analysis certified the statistically significant difference between three distributions above 30.26%, in particular between 30.26%-40.00% and 40.00%-50.01% (*P* = 0.02), which denotes that the Glagov threshold of a 40% PB is a real phenomenon but with the broader boundaries when lumen becomes narrow if PB achieves 50.01% (*P* \< 0.02). These findings were corroborated at the analysis of associations between IVUS PB and artery stenosis. The artery stenosis was below 0% until the threshold of a 45.76% PB in all regions (including scaffold and edges), and a 40.34% PB in edges (beyond the scaffold). The upper boundary of a 50.01% PB was associated with a 33.85% IVUS artery stenosis in all regions and a 45.09% in edges that is relevant to data of the box-and-whisker analysis that did not reveal any significant difference in PB if match artery stenosis was below 0% and 0%-50%. The VH-IVUS examination (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, top right panel) of PB supported a 32.07%-49.13% window of EEM enlargement for all regions (*P* \> 0.05 for all comparisons, FAC) *vs* a 32.07%-54.86% window for 12 observations in naïve pre-procedure arteries (*P* \> 0.05, FAC).

![The external elastic membrane enlargement and Glagovian artery remodeling. A, B: Character regression analysis of the associations between plaque burden (PB) and lumen geometry verified by intravascular ultrasound (IVUS). The linear and polynomial regression of the different degrees at the regions of scaffold and edges bared two boundaries (30.26% and 50.01%) of the phenomenon of the external elastic membrane (EEM) enlargement (shown with a vertical stripe). The further box-and-whisker analysis was from four PB distributions (PB \< 30.26%, PB 30.26%-40%, PB 40%-50.01%, and PB \> 50.01%) to assess patterns of the Glagovian artery remodeling; C, D: The comparison of PB with artery stenosis (adjusted by the mean reference area) with a five-distribution box-and-whisker analysis (artery stenosis \< 0%, 0%-50%, 51%-70%, 71%-90%, and \> 91%); The upper boundary of the window of the EEM enlargement where artery stenosis was no more than 45% (C). The associations between IVUS PB and other variables characterizing the lesion geometry were estimated (D). The *P* value was calculated for comparison of one or two variables in order to either examine the means of two groups (paired or unpaired *t* test) or test statistical consistency for regression. The figure was adapted from ref. \[[@B34]\]. *n*: Number of observations; PAV: Percent atheroma volume; R2: Coefficient of determination; r: Pearson correlation (for linear regression); IQR: Interquartile range; NS: Non-significant (*P* \> 0.05); PBSA: Plaque behind stent area; TAV: Total atheroma volume; MPA: Mean plaque area.](WJC-10-165-g005){#F5}

![The association between the components of the lesion and artery layers. The correlation between plaque burden (PB) assessed by intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and virtual histology (VH)-IVUS was strong with relatively weak association with PB evaluated by multislice computed tomography (MSCT) (top left panel). The three-distribution (PB \< 32.07%, PB 32.07%-49.13%, and PB \> 49.13%) box-and-whisker analysis (top right panel separately for all regions and pre-procedure) of the VH-IVUS-examined correlation between PB and lumen area vindicated existence of the window of the external elastic membrane (EEM) enlargement between 32.07% and 49.13%. The pre-procedure evaluation in naïve arteries with a broader size of the window between 32.07% and 54.86%. The middle and bottom panels set out correlations between plaque burden, lumen, vessel wall dimensions, and components of the lesion examined by the various imaging modalities. The *P* value was calculated for comparison of one or two variables in order to either estimate the means of two groups (paired or unpaired *t* test) or appreciate statistical consistency for regression. The figure was adapted from ref. \[[@B34]\]. *n*: Number of observations; N: Total number of observations at the screened population; R2: Coefficient of determination; r: Pearson correlation (for linear regression); IQR: Interquartile range; NS: Non-significant (*P* \> 0.05); NA: Not applicable.](WJC-10-165-g006){#F6}

Eight BVS patients in the ABSORB B1 trial had a 2.67% decrease of PB at 24 mo (*P* = 0.28). The phenomenon of the window of EEM enlargement with a PB of 30.26%-54.86% was disclosed in the population, but only one patient had a PB reduction below a 40% Glagovian threshold. At 24 mo, 15/32 patients achieved PB within a window of EEM enlargement a *vs* 19 patients at baseline without cases below a lower end of the interval. Implantation of BVS in ABSORB II trial\[[@B17],[@B68],[@B69]\] was defined by more pronounced sub- and decompensated arterial remodeling when compared with stenting (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). There was documented positive remodeling with lumen enlargement and plaque decrease (OR, 0.23, 95%CI: 0.14, 0.38, *P* \< 0.02) with more stable arterial geometry in the metallic jacket, subcompensated expansive remodeling (OR, 3.13, 95%CI: 1.74, 5.65, NS), and constrictive remodeling (OR, 3.24, 95%CI: 1.67, 6.28, NS). Transient scaffolding was labeled by tremendous regression of atherosclerosis in 6.9% of BVS patients *vs* 1.5% after stenting (OR, 4.95, 95%CI: 1.13, 21.77, *P* = 0.02) when compared with DES XIENCE.

![Arterial remodeling in coronary arteries after transient scaffolding with Absorb bioresorbable vascular scaffold. Patterns of Pasterkamp remodeling demonstrated at the top panel with a percent of patients in RCT ABSORB II and observational ABSORB B1 trials with a plaque burden (PB) change in ABSORB cohort B1 trial. The bottom panel demonstrates a percentage of the different types of the arterial remodeling in Absorb bioresorbable vascular scaffold patients. The middle dark purple panel shows dynamics of PB in patients of ABSORB cohort B1 trial. Mean PB in subsets failed to achieve Glagovian threshold of a 40% PB in all scenarios. *P* \< 0.05 if compared with XIENCE.](WJC-10-165-g007){#F7}

The evaluated patterns of the Glagovian artery remodeling\[[@B50],[@B51]\] play a role in the estimation of the existing CV risks in real clinical practice. A large PB of \> 70% is related to higher risk of MACE being a predictor of events. Half of these events were related to nonculprit lesions (PROSPECT trial, 2011)\[[@B22],[@B23]\]. The knowledge about the window of the EEM enlargement ("Glagov threshold"\[[@B23],[@B50],[@B51]\]) might be pivotal in the selection of the optimal strategy as a target for the reduction of PB. The decrease of PAV below that threshold or upper boundary bonds the restoration of the artery geometry and local circulation amid atheroprotective reorganization of the lesion and benign progressive hyalinosis. This was validated in 4/8 patients (one patient committed PB reduction below a 40% PB) of the ABSORB cohort B1 trial with a reversed atherogenesis at 24 mo with a similar trend in the entire population of the ABSORB B trial at 60 mo. Meanwhile, the PB in the Cath Lab might be assessed with the moderate accuracy by IVUS or VH-IVUS (to evaluate a composition of the lesion) and poor accuracy by MSCT\[[@B57]\]. However, accuracy analysis in the study was impaired by the progress of bioresorption with discontinuation and dismantling\[[@B16]\] of the scaffold as well as technical difficulties of the imaging\[[@B19]-[@B35]\], which were released previously\[[@B36]-[@B52],[@B59]\].

Associations between components of lesion and artery geometry in ABSORB cohort B1 trial
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The PB by the artery dimensions can be evaluated by correlation (Pearson's *R*^2^ and *r*) between PAV, artery stenosis, lumen area and others (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and D, and Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) with the available multi-modality imaging tools. A low heterogeneity of data was appropriate for assessment of correlation and regression (*P* \> 0.05 if not mentioned) to see how two variables vary together. The moderate correlation was validated (*P* \> 0.05, FAC) for associations between PB and artery stenosis (*r* = 0.25 in all regions; *r* = 0.20 in edges, *P* = 0.007), vessel area (*r* = 0.51), and total atheroma volume (TAV) (*r* = 0.71) with high correlation between PB, plaque behind stent area (PBSA) (*r* = 0.83), and MPA (*r* = 0.83). There was no difference (*P* \> 0.05 FAC) between PB calculated by either area or volume in IVUS (*R*^2^ = *r* = 1.0) with the minimal distinction between PB measured by IVUS and VH-IVUS (*r* = 0.94). MSCT was less accurate (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, top left panel) and overestimated PB when compared to IVUS (*r* = 0.22, *P* = 0.08).

To test comparability of the imaging modalities (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel), the variables were performed in IVUS with QCA, VH-IVUS, and OCT at the post-procedure baseline, 6 mo, and 24 mo. Then they were compared with the MSCT measurements at 18 mo, which were received at the inflammatory phase of the BVS resorption and resemble those at 24 mo. The IVUS mean lumen area (MLA) had the highest correlation (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel) with VH-IVUS (*r* = 0.94), moderate with QCA (*r* = 0.62) and MSCT (*r* = 0.40, *P* = 0.003), and lowest surprisingly with OCT (*r* = 0.04) with similar associations for artery stenosis (*P* \> 0.05, FAC, if not mentioned). Measuring a degree of the association between IVUS PB and the lumen area, which was evaluated with other imaging modalities, we revealed a moderate correlation with MSCT (*r* = 0.38, *P* = 0.005), but not with others (*r* \< 0.12, *P* \> 0.05).

The estimation of the lesion's components (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel) verified a trend toward correlation between VH-IVUS PB and the size of necrotic core (*r* = 0.78) as well as deposits of dense calcium (*r* = 0.75, *P* \> 0.05 FAC). However, MLA had the highest but moderate correlation with fibrous (*r* = 0.25, *P* = 0.0001) and fibro-fatty tissue (*r* = 0.42, *P* \> 0.05). The strongest association between different components vindicated for necrotic core and calcium (*r* = 0.85, *P* \> 0.05), fibrous and fibro-fatty tissue (*r* = 0.75, *P* \> 0.05), necrotic core and fibrous tissue (*r* = 0.63, *P* \> 0.05), and necrotic core and fibro-fatty tissue (*r* = 0.20, *P* = 0.004).

DISCUSSION
==========

Impact of the findings on daily practice
----------------------------------------

The most critical point for the first-generation BVS remains unpredictable prognosis. The modern-day transient scaffolding means a 36-48-mo biodegradation with compromised local shear stress\[[@B15]\], a risk of malapposition, uncovered struts, fractures, and discontinuation\[[@B16]\]. The immune and inflammatory response, hyaline arteriosclerosis (sometimes with abundance of the connective tissue which appears as an OCT-phenomenon of the "golden tubes")\[[@B17],[@B34],[@B35]\], and a foreign body-like reaction drive the biological retaliation of the vessel to the implanted scaffold with a pronounced risk of thrombosis and decompensated artery remodeling. At least 19% of the lesions after BVS develop progressive atherosclerosis but without a clear impact on clinical outcomes\[[@B17],[@B34],[@B35]\].

Lower affordability (with budget constraints especially in case of PSP scenario with advanced multi-modality imaging), poor availability of BVS sizes, clinical concerns, and awareness due to confusing results from RCT tremendously restrict a broad utilization of BVS in real-world cardiology despite the phenomenal success of BVS in the first observational studies (ABSORB A, ABSORB B, and others since 2006).

Attributes of BVS trials
------------------------

BVS has a good clinical and research profile with a tremendous number of patients\[[@B5]-[@B9],[@B17],[@B19]-[@B21]\]. More than 150000 patients were treated, and more than 30000 patients were studied in 12 RCTs and 20 registries in more than 100 countries. The procedural success was tested in REPARA and GABI-R trials. Healing success comparable to the most advanced modern-day DES was confirmed in TROFI, II, and ESTROFA-BVS trials. Effectiveness and safety comparable to DES was documented in ABSORB III, ABSORB Japan, ABSORB China, ABSORB FIRST, and GHOST-EU trials. Event rates comparable to DES were observed in ABSORB II and ASSURE trials. Low long-term event rates were shown in the ABSORB EXTEND trial. Stable lumen area (OCT-documented compensated lumen enlargement) including a partial restoration of the vasomotor function was performed in the ABSORB cohort B trial\[[@B17],[@B23],[@B25]\]. A phenomenon of the vessel wall thinning was also shown. This is a kind of regression of atherosclerosis below a threshold of the 40% PB in accordance with the concepts of artery remodeling developed by Glagov and Pasterkamp\[[@B17],[@B22],[@B23]\]. Only 23.1% of patients had expansive remodeling of the artery with lumen enlargement and plaque decrease\[[@B11],[@B17],[@B24]\].

Transient scaffolding is challenging because the scaffold failure remains an Achilles' heel of the technology. It is mostly associated with extensive malapposition and further secondary evaginations (9%), late discontinuity (8%), peri-strut low intensity area (5%), uncovered strut with delayed endothelialization (4%), under-deployment (4%), incomplete lesion coverage (4%), recoil with a decrease of radial strength including scaffold fracture and collapse, acute disruption of struts and overlapping struts (3%), restenosis (2%), neoatherosclerosis with severe inflammation (1%), bifurcation concerns (1%), and non-specific imaging findings including acute and chronic inflammatory responses, and increased thrombogenicity (1%)\[[@B26],[@B27]\]. These points require some clinical awareness despite confusing statistics (an underpowered fashion at least for some variables in RCTs such as ABSORB China and Japan, EVERBIO II\[[@B28]\], and AIDA\[[@B29]\] and no optimized design of a few meta-analyses with a lack of statistical power from the teams of Polimeni, Collet, Mahmoud, Ali, Zhang, and Kang; Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and relevant efforts to prevent the aforementioned complications.

Concerns from the European task force
-------------------------------------

There are several concerns to consider in real clinical practice with BVS (according to the ESC-EAPCI Task Force, not yet published, announced in May 2017 at EuroPCR, Paris, France)\[[@B30]\] and therefore must overcome to protect patients and harmonize intervention remain: (1) optimization of the implantation by the PSP scheme (pre-dilation with a residual stenosis \< 30% (under IVUS imaging ideally), correct sizing (excluding patients with a vessel size \< 2.25 mm and \> 3.5 mm), post-dilation (balloon diameter/scaffold diameter = 1:1; balloon diameter \< scaffold diameter + 0.5 mm) with a non-compliant balloon pressure \> 18 atm (under OCT imaging ideally) to prevent malapposition and injury of BVS); (2) fractures and discontinuations (could be managed by the harmonized implantation); (3) duration of the anti-thrombotic therapy (\> 18 mo) until the disappearance of the uncovered struts, which means hypothetically that some protection (for instance, with a prophylactic dose of oral anticoagulants) is necessary even for 48 mo\[[@B6]\]; and (4) optimal sites of intervention avoiding complex lesions (left main, bifurcations, long lesions, chronic total occlusions, calcification) and small vessels (\< 2.25 mm)\[[@B7]\] excluding CHIP patients (at least for the moment due to absence of the strong evidence for any clinical benefit of the strategy). However, according to the ESC/EAPCI Task Force report\[[@B30]\] and an academic collaboration analysis\[[@B40]\], pre-dilation in ABSORB studies (ABSORB II\[[@B31]\], ABSORB III\[[@B2]\], ABSORB China, ABSORB Japan, ABSORB EXTEND\[[@B11]\]; pooled 2973 patients) was performed in 99.8% of cases, but high-pressure post-dilation in only 12.7%. Taking into account a number of patients (82.3%)\[[@B40]\] with optimal sizing (2.25 mm \< RVD \< 3.5 mm), a percentage of cases with full PSP were not higher than 10.4%\[[@B30]\], which means it is difficult to judge clinical outcomes in these RCTs.

Accomplishments of the ABSORB trials
------------------------------------

The serial multi-imaging approach of the prospective, single-group, open-label study displayed that the transient scaffolding with BVS can beget a reduction of PB below the baseline in coronary arteries at 24 mo. Atherosclerosis was first described when Leonardo da Vinci autopsied a centenarian man. Leonardo theorized that the cause of the degeneration of the vessels were very close to the understanding of the role of cholesterol in atherosclerosis\[[@B46]\]. However, it was not described again until 1904 when Marchand first introduced the term, and in 1912 when Anichkov et al\[[@B47]\] effectuated lesions by adding pure cholesterol to rabbit food.

The latter part of the century was spent understanding the pathology and the reversal of atherosclerosis\[[@B47]\]. The first interventional study was published by Friedman et al\[[@B48]\] in 1957. Then the angiographic paradox was studied in the 1960s\[[@B49],[@B50]\]. The first retrospective analysis with statins that found the benefits of low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol (LDL-C) in reducing coronary calcium-volume score was reported in 1998\[[@B51]\] with a series of further intravascular imaging studies of the lipid-lowering strategies\[[@B19],[@B22]\] manifesting the strides of the third industrial revolution in biomedicine with a maximum 1.22% absolute reduction of PB under intensive statin therapy (ASTEROID trial, 2006; SATURN, 2011; IBIS-4, 2015; and STABLE, 2016)\[[@B22]\]. Four Japanese trials (ESTABLISH, 2004; JAPAN-ACS, 2009; COSMOS, 2009; and TWINS, 2009) demonstrated a dramatic 10.4% absolute reduction of PAV. However, statin therapy did not reduce mortality\[[@B22],[@B66]-[@B69]\]. Unfortunately, statin trials such as REVERSAL (2004), CAMELOT (2004), A-PLUS (2004), ACTIVATE (2006), PERISCOPE (2008), ILLUSTRATE (2007), STRADIVARIUS (2008), IBIS-2 (2008), TOGETHAR (2010), and YELLOW (2013) did not successfully reduce atherosclerosis\[[@B22]\]. Novel lipid-lowering agents (combination of ezetimibe and statins) in ZEUS (2014) and PRECISE-IVUS (2015) showed a 2.39% decrease of PB, but results of the trials testing the PCSK9 (proprotein convertase subtilisin kexin 9) inhibitors are not yet available\[[@B22]\].

Fully bioresorbable BVS is a novel approach for the treatment of coronary stenosis that supplies a transient vessel support with drug delivery advocating the increases of the fourth industrial revolution with the potential to pave the way for a reduction in atherosclerosis\[[@B19]-[@B25]\].

Limitations
-----------

The analyzed ABSORB and some other BVS studies, with a small number of patients and moderate accuracy were unpowered to detect changes in the imaging endpoints from baseline to follow-up. It is infeasible to determine the impact of both transient scaffolding and statin therapy on atherosclerosis in the absence of any baseline or follow-up data with LDL-C. More than 60% of patients enrolled in ABSORB A and B trials have had hyperlipidemia-requiring medication, but the levels of LDL-C were never reported, which does not allow us to estimate a contribution of statin drugs or other interventions to the size of the coronary atherosclerotic lesions.

Future perspective
------------------

Unfortunately, all BVS in development today are of the same first generation. Due to smaller struts, which are the key and the only point of the modern-day innovators that can optimize re-endothelialization and prevent the phenomenon of the uncovered struts attenuating biological response and slightly reducing the rate of complications. Notwithstanding, it is not solving mechanical concerns including options of integrity, radial strength, durability, duration of bioresorption, and implantation-associated troubles causing malapposition and ST. Both the optimization of the BVS implantation\[[@B24],[@B44],[@B68]\] and introduction of drug-coated balloons\[[@B38]\] after the implantation have the potential to dramatically harmonize short- and long-term outcomes. Recently published results of the BIOFLOW V randomized trial\[[@B32]\] demonstrated superiority of the ultrathin (60 µm) bioresorbable polymer sirolimus-eluting stent over the durable polymer everolimus-eluting stent, which means that this direction is quite promising. These findings are totally relevant to the BIONICS study (not yet published, TCT 2016 in Washington, DC, United States) of the ridaforolimus-eluting cobalt-chromium stent with the narrowest struts made of a combination of 40 µm struts with 72 µm supportive struts (a rate of ST was low at 0.4%). At least two BVS with thinner struts below 100 µm are in translational development today as well as early phase clinical trials (a courtesy of Amaranth Medical and Abbott Vascular on October 31, 2017 at TCT 2017 in Denver, CO, United States). Meanwhile, the biology and pathology of the transient scaffolding (including specific options of acute fracture, chronic recoil, and late intraluminal scaffold dismantling) remain largely unknown. That is why we cannot expect any breakthrough in this field until success in translational research including biology and pathology of arterial remodeling, immune response, foreign body reaction, and inflammatory feedback of the coronary, adventitial and perivascular adipose tissue (the last one is feasible with a PET/CT). The absence of the broad financial support for in-depth science and an expectant strategy of the industry including a pressure over editors and editorial content at the leading journals\[[@B41]\] compromise scientific findings and discourage progress in the field. A decision of Boston Scientific that halted the project of the Renuvia scaffold in July 2017 (courtesy of TCTMD, August 1, 2017) 3 mo prior to the release of the positive clinical outcomes at TCT 2017 jeopardized the future of the bioresorbable medical device technology. Potentially, the development of new polymers, exploration of the polymer biodegradation, and examination of the vascular biology and pathology of the transient scaffolding as well as immune response to the BVS implantation could shift BVS to a new level. The possibilities for BVS are exciting with the development of an electronic multi-tasking BVS\[[@B33]\] that has the potential to revolutionize this technology with an optimized mechanical profile and applied nanotechnologies able to measure blood flow (including shear stress) and temperature, release drugs, and dissolve when it is necessary.

Furthermore, large-scale randomized trials are necessary to evaluate associations between documented patterns of the artery remodeling (lumen enlargement with a PB reduction) within the Glagovian concept of atherogenesis and long-term clinical outcomes (including adverse events, in particular, MACE, restenosis, device thrombosis, complications of the device discontinuation, *etc*) of the transient scaffolding. The histopathological study of the hyaline arteriosclerosis in the middle-size coronary arteries could shed light on the physiology of transient scaffolding, clinical importance, and prognosis of patients who underwent implantation of BVS.

The pathology of transient scaffolding remains largely unknown. What is known has prevented further development of the technology because the controversial results are confusing, and therefore it has destroyed optimization of clinical approaches. The current study uncovered some of the flaws of the clinical trials. Many of these observations are clinically relevant and have to potential to advance the strategies for both imaging and treatment of progressive atherosclerosis.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
==================

Research background
-------------------

Bioresorbable vascular scaffold (BVS) initially had incredible success in the first ABSORB studies in 2006-2013, but was consequently deemed a failure due to reported relatively higher rates of target lesion failure (TLF) and device thrombosis in randomized controlled trials. However, BVS performs as well as the metallic drug-eluting stent (DES) with a trend toward some benefits for cardiac mortality.

Research motivation
-------------------

The exploration of the insights in statistics of the relevant studies has a potential to discover the main obstacles of the BVS research and development preventing major cardiovascular events and therefore improving clinical outcomes adapting the technology in routine clinical practice.

Research objectives
-------------------

The overarching objective was to supplant the perils of the current standard of care with the polymeric bioresorbable scaffolds.

Research methods
----------------

We evaluated the statistical power in clinical trials such as ABSORB Japan, ABSORB China, EVERBIO II, AIDA, and meta-analyses by the post hoc OR-based sample size calculation, and the patterns of artery remodeling published in papers from ABSORB A and B trials.

Research results
----------------

The underpowered design was confirmed for some studies such as ABSORB Japan, ABSORB China, EVERBIO II, AIDA trials, and meta-analyses of Polimeni, Collet, and Mahmoud with some unintentional bias (judged by the asymmetrical Funnel plot). ST rates with Absorb BRS were comparable with DES performed with a strategy of the BVS implantation with optimized pre-dilation (P), sizing (S), and post-dilation (P) (PSP) implantation achieving 0.35 per 100 patient-years, which is comparable to the RR 0.49 with bare-metal stents and the RR 1.06 with everolimus DES. Both ABSORB II and ABSORB III trials were powered enough for a five-year follow-up, but the results were not entirely conclusive due to the mostly non-significant fashion of data. The powered meta-analyses were built mostly on statistically poor findings.

Research conclusions
--------------------

The misunderstanding of the pathology of transient scaffolding drives the failures of the clinical trials. More bench studies of the vascular response are required. Several next-generation BVS including multifunctional electronic scaffold grant cardiology with a huge promise to make BVS technology great again.

Research perspectives
---------------------

The biology of transient scaffolding remains mostly unknown. The thin-strut scaffolds and stents with advanced mechanical features are able to partly solve the problem of device thrombosis. Nevertheless, the unclear mechanism of related complications challenges the further development of the technology. Future research must be focused on both bench and bedside studies of vascular biology and pathology of the transient scaffolding in order to understand which mechanism is a leading source of the troubles that we face in routine clinical practice with bioresorbable scaffolds.
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